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I love music. Notes, sounds, imitations and, even more, their expressions. My life as a musician has
been a lovely and exciting journey of discovery: through my studies I explored all the possibilities
of classical music, working in a professional string quartet I experienced how music communicates,
creating soundscapes for different theatre pieces I learned how to build the music on the essence of
the expression. To explore further how to grasp the essence I started to play intuitive music and use
“scores” that connected me directly to the deeper meaning, such as paintings, poems and natural
phenomena. Through all my classical concerts as well as through this work with “expanded scores”
I observed how much our being itself influences the music, how much the communication of music
is channelled through our presence. This inspired me to start using my being as an instrument and
tune in to what I want to play. To “Be The Music” has become the basis of my approach to music and
performing as well as an invitation and guide for other musicians.
Through the immediacy of music making I learned that the authentic experience of the present is my
way to happiness. To “be present” has become the basis of my life.
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In
I share these experiences with concerts, private masterclasses, workshops and coaching. Since
I realized that performance is so much more than musical knowledge and mastering my instrument
I expanded my studies and got trained as an Alpha Chi Feng Shui consultant. This is a very direct
and soft method based on the old Eastern tradition which helps me listen in to the essence as well as
guide and direct energies back into flow.

Offer
▪ Concerts in all formats (short or long, inside or outside, intimate or large-scale events.
The basis of the music played can be related to persons or themes, visions or objects)
▪ “Be The Music” workshop and concert & Alpha Chi Feng Shui for rooms and persons
▪ Private masterclasses (with flexible modus, size and focus)
▪ Consulting on themes like awareness, success and happiness (also available as video consulting)
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- I look forward to hearing from you!
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